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The rapid pace of the cryptocurrency market necessitates innovative 
tools for investors. Enter crypto trading bots – traders new best pal. 
The key features of Telegram-based bot including: Basic swap 
Buy/Sell, multi-wallets management, Sniping, Limit Order with Take 
Profit and Stop Loss setup, Copy Trade, Intelligent slippage setting, 
Anti-rug, etc.

Innovative tools for investors

Review of Telegram
Based Trading Bot



According to reports from Coingecko.com as of December 2023, 
the total revenue generated by the top 10 Telegram-based trad-
ing bots reached an impressive 29,150 ETH, equivalent to $87.5 
million based on an ETH valuation of $3,000. 

In 2024, the crypto market witnessed a strong hype of meme-
coins on the Solana network, with many new memecoins 
quickly reaching billion-dollar market caps. A new trading bot 
called Soltrading bot has emerged and achieved impressive sta-
tistics just four months after its launch. By April, Soltradingbot 
had amassed 400,000 users with a total trading volume 
reaching $1.5 billion.

Notably, Maestro Bot emerges as the frontrunner in profitability, 
amassing a staggering 13,200 ETH since its launtch on July 27, 
2022.

Telegram trading bot is emerging as the leading trading tool in 
major chains such as Solana, ETH, BSC, etc ...

Market
Overview



Alphtradingbot is the first Telegram-based trading bot on the Ale-
phium network. Just two weeks after its launch, Alphtradingbot 
achieved a total trading volume of 33,150 $ALPH ($73000 USD) 
with almost 300 active users. Similar to other trading bots, Al-
phtradingbot's sustainable business model revolves around 
charging a total fee of 1% on the trading volume.

According to the report on Coingecko, Alephium's market 
capitalization stands at $163 million, accompanied by a daily capitalization stands at $163 million, accompanied by a daily 
trading volume of $1.4 million and a total of 10,000 holders. 
Alephium is identified as an new and promised ecosystem 
with considerable growth prospects in the immediate future. 
The upcoming Rhone upgrade event will significantly reduce 
transaction speed, thereby fostering the proliferation of new 
projects and dApps across the Alephium ecosystem. Projec-
tions indicate a potential market capitalization of 5 billion and 
an active user base of 500,000 for $ALPH within a one-year 
timeframe, signaling an imminent surge in trading volume.

Investment Potential of 
Alphtradingbot 



The goal of Alphtradingbot is to attain 100,000 users with a 
total trading volume of $200 million through the bot in long 
term with the growth of Alephium ecosystems.



Receive a 20% 
share of the revenue 
from trading fees 
for lifetime.

Enjoy priority access 
to advanced fea-
tures at the highest 
speed (ex: Sniper 
function)

Receive a 20% 
share of advertising 
revenue through the 
Trending Channel 
and Buy Bot for life 
time. 

Be allowed to vote 
to make important 
decision in the Al-
phtradingbot eco-
system. 

Alphtradingbot OG NFT benefits



Conclusion
Using trading bots is a rapidly growing and sustainable 
trend, as it addresses the needs of users seeking conve-
nient smartphone trading with minimal actions. The Ale-
phium ecosystem and Alphtradingbot hold promising 
prospects for strong growth in the foreseeable future and 
represent a safe investment option, potentially yielding 
substantial long-term profits.



Thank You ! 


